
Safe automatically Domain Join computer – SCCM / MDT OS 
Deployment without privilege 

When the company want to join installed computer to Active Directory domain 

during OSD process with MDT/SCCM or other solution, there is a huge security 

breach to use a specific account that have permission to create object. 

Because the join domain account is often visible in deployment file 

(unattend.xml, customsettings,…) during the WinPE phase or OSD. 

When I ask why you do this, the answer is normally “the account cannot open 

the session, the account is audited …)” 

But this practice does not respect the JEA by allowing users limited permission 

 

To solve and secure this operation I developed a free tool “SJDOMAIN” for 

Offline automatically Domain Join during OSD based on "François-Xavier Cat" 

Script.  

The solution consists of one files function and a special Task Sequence step. So 

in a nutshell, the sjdomain tool creates both an Offline Domain Join blob and 

add applied automatically the file. 

 

 

Step: 

• Create a provision files 

• Create application package for automatically deploy 

• Add applications in task 

• Test result 
  

https://github.com/lazywinadmin/PowerShell/blob/master/AD-COMPUTER-New-ADDomainJoin/New-ADDomainJoin.ps1


1-Create a provision files 
My lab :  

AD-1 MDT
PC-1 (Win-10) PXE

 

This solutions workon SCCM as MDT, my SCCM is broken I will test it on MDT. 

-From any computer on the domain you can also use the server if you want, 
open “CMD” terminal with account that have the right to create an object on 
AD, in my case a specific account that only admin can use it, no technical 
teams. (the CMD don’t need administrator right) 

-Download the tool from github on this link 

-Open the cmd and navigate to the folder, you can also drop the exe on cmd 

  

-Now there is many way to add computer, the comond “/?” give more details 

If we have on computer we can enter the command :  

Sjdomain.exe “Computer-name” 

  

https://github.com/dakhama-mehdi/sjdomain


 

If we have more, we can use “,” :  

Sjdomain.exe “computer-1,computer-2computer-3” 

We can also use a file .txt if we have many computer, we will show this method 
in our example 

,  

-Now we can add computer on AD from this file, with this command  

Sjdomain “file-path”, in our example the file is in the same path that exe, if it 
isent we can add the path like : 

Sjdomain “:c\path\file.txt” 

PS : We can also add “-Reuse” if we want that computer will be increased if 
already exist in the domain, this method is used if not first deploy  

We can also add a specific OU if we want with command “-OU”, by default 
computer is created on “Computer OU” 

  



A folder will be created on default location contains the file 

 

The Computer Accounts will be created on our AD  

 

 

  



On our machine, files is created on same directory tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2 Create application package for automatically 
deploy 
In your MDT server, add the tool “sjdomain.exe” into a folder 

 

We need to create a folder contains the files generated on last step, you can 
use the network sharing or add it to a MDT folder, in our example a was 
created a folder “ADDPC”  on scripts path on default MDT deployment share 
directory. 

 

  



Now we will create a new application from MDT :  

 

Click next 

Chose applications with source files 

 

  



Enter information 

 

Choose your folder contains the applications “sjdomain.exe” in our case 

 

Enter these command line :  

 

PS : for our example, I copied the files to the folder “ADDPC” into scripts on 
local mdt path, if you use another sharing fodler you must change the path like 
these : 

Sjdomain.exe addcomp “your-UNC-folders” 

  



3-Add application in the Task 
 

Add the applications and a restart action to your deploy task sequence in last 
step like the pictures: 

 

No click ok. 

  



4-Test result 
Now launch your computer, select task, and don’t forget to rename computer 
with same name that exist in the folder and already generated  

This is an example : 

 

  



I will chose as name of computer one of this list, I’m choosing “PC-sj-1” 

PS: don’t forget to respect the case sensitive 

 

 

You can launch the deployment 

  



When finished the computer will be renamed automatically, and joined in the 
domain, without any password or permission, in the future if you want to add 
more computer you need also copying the files generated like step 1 on your 
sharing file, in our example “Scripts\ADDPC” 

 

After the finish deployment the computer is in the domain, we can use this 
with external media from iso without connection in the domain 

  


